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A. Purpose and Objective

This document has been prepared for internal use by the General

Electric Company to serve as a program for evaluating reactor

instrumentation and safety circuit equipment needs. It is intended

that this document be used as a guide for defining, planning and

scheduling engineering effort; budgeting of capital money; and pro-

Ject planning for new instrumentationsystems. Effort will be made

to periodically evaluate the status of the programs presented and

provide updating information accordingly.

After a plant has been built and operated for a number of years,

it becomes apparent to operating and engineering personnel that

certain modifications in controls and monitoring systems would pro-

vide both tangible and intangible benefits. Systems which were

once thought to be the primary points of control shift in importance

as others become recognized. As time passes this shifting spreads

the main control focus from the central control desk to various

other areas in the control room. Production rate increases cause in-

strument ranges and scales to be changed so that information on the

process can still be obtained from existing equipment. Response

. times, sensitivity, limits, and time constants which were figured

for one level must be used or revised for new levels. Further, it

is discovered that the process monitoring points could be relocated

or increased in number to provide more and better data on plant
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operation. New monitoring equilznent is developed and installed to fill

voids in information so production can continue meeting high standards

for safety and process control. Equipment is fitted here and there

in an already crowded control room# and some is even relocated to less

advantageous positions to make available the necessary panel space.

This in brief, is the rather complex status of Hanford Production

Reactor instrumentation today. Such situations are not unknown in
,.

other industries as they also approach the i0 and 20 year old mark.

At such a point, an agonizing reappraisal of the whole instrumentation

and control package is generally initiated to determine the proper

course of action with respect to plant life and future plant

operation. The objective of this report is to begin this appraisal

and outline a course of action.

B. Summary and Conclusions

i. This instrumentation and safety circuit program is based on the

following four assumptions and single hardware criteria:

a. There will be no major plant expansion progrmn(s) to raise

reactor po_er levels beyond the capability of present plant

equipment.

b. Instrumentation installed in the future will be Justified

- primarily on reactor and nuclear safety improvement needs

and/or replacement of obsolete and difficult to maintain

equipment.

c. Equipment concepts proposed in this document are applicable

to the reactors as they exist today _d will provide the

necessary protection if an overbore or zirconium tube program

materializes.
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d. As much of the existing equil_nent and concepts will be carried

over into the proposed pro6Tam as possible.

e. Instrumentation of either the front or rear faces of the reactors

- will be minimized with alternatives not involving these locations

strongly recommended.

2. A two-out-of-three safety circuit system should be installed at

all reactors. Safety circuits should be powered from station

batteries. All Primary Critical or Continuity Sensitive Instru-

mentation should be supplied from these same batteries. Static

inverters are recommended for conversion of D. C. to A. C. for

/ instrument use. (System details are referenced to Figure 5,
/
/

sheets i and 2).

3. Installation of three channels of Intermediate Range (Nuclear) Monitors

is Justified for reactor and nuclear safety improvement. Gamma

compensated ion chambers would be installed in the top portions of

the reactor to monitor exponential rate of power rise and power

/ level. The power level monitoring will provide the same general

protection to the immediate top section of the reactor as the present

Neutron Flux Monitors (Beckmans) do for the lower section of the

reactor.

4. Linear Rate of Rise Instrumentation.

Three channels of linear power rate instrumentation will reducem

dependence on operator procedures during reactor startup. Each

of the three channels will have five pairs of RTD's located in

each quadrant of the reactor with one palr in the center of the

pile. An appropriate number of spare RTD's will be provided to

allow replacement of failed units during plant operation. A two

out-of-three tripping network will be used for scramming the

reactor.
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5. Present Model RXG and P_G-2 Beckmans are being replaced with new

units because of obsolesence and maintenance difficulties. The

combination of these units and the level trip from the Intermediate

• Range (Nuclear) Monitoring System will provide adequate high level

nuclear protection. The octant monimoring concept is dropped from

further consideration at this time.

6. Zone Temperature Monitors are necessarj to provide geometrical

coverage of the reactor in addition to the Nuclear Monitoring from

item 5 above. However, a reduced number of points can provide

this protection compared to the present numbers at the old reactors

with th_ addition of the Intermediate Range (Nuclear) Monitoring

level _rips in the top of the reactor. Three channels of Zone

Temperature Monitor are suggested for an initial system composed

of 22, 17 and 22 points respectively at the old reactors. The

K Reactor would have a proportionate ratio if the High-Speed

Scanning System does not materialize.

7. The present pumping power failure protection equipment is adequate

except in the area of broken shaft protection. Differential pressure

instrumentation is suggested to fill this area.

8. A detailed study of the adequacy and performance of the Pressure

Monitor should be made to determine if pressure transients do exist

in the reactor which cause spurious scrams. This study will also

be needed as Justification in the future if replacement of the Pres-

sure Monitor is ever seriously contemplated.

9. The seismoscopes should be connected into a two-out-of-three

tripping circuit. Presently> two channels are used in the safety

circuit with a third for annunciation.



I0. Dual safety circuit tripping of the Pressure Monitor should be

. formally approved or disapproved for use in all reactors now that

K Reactor systems have been demonstrated.

" ii. Reactor atmosphere instrumentation should be improved in four

areas: i)Moisture Monitoring, 2) gas analysis, 3) gas makeup

equipment, and 4) remote and automatic control of the 115 Buildings.

12. Seismic and Flux Monitor trips should be added to the Ball 3X

systems at the old reactors to provide the same level of protection

as provided at the K Reactors. The same concept as used at the

K Reactors should be employed.

lI. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW INS_TJMENTATION FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA....

The initial step in appraising the status of instrumentation and safety

circuits for the existing Hanford Production Reactors is to establish

a new functional criteria as to what is needed to operate the plants

safely and efficiently based on nearly 20 years operating experience and

new reactor technology. This step includes categorizing instrument

functions into basic types and performance reliability requirements.

After these factors have been established, ranges and limits can be

functionally described before specifying actual hardware.

A. Classification of Reactor Instrumentation
_ L__

Reactor instrumentation categorizes itself into three basic

" classifications. The first division can be defined as Reactor
f

Safety Circuit Instrumentation. Instruments in this classification

provide information on the status of the process by visual readout

devices and are connected directly into the reactor safety circuits

for automatic shutdown if preset limits are exceeded. They are

responsible for maintaining the standards of reactor and nuclear

safety at all times. The second category is Reactor Proce
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Control Instrumentation. These instruments provide information to

• operating personnel Just the same as the instruments in the first

classification but are not directly connected into the safety circuits;

" however, some of these instruments do require procedural shutdowns

when certain levels are reached or exceeded. The third classification

of instruments is Non-Process and Building Environmental Instrumentation.

These are instruments used in the control of auxiliary work (other

than direct operation of the nuclear reactor) and are positioned

throughout the building in secondary functions such as monitoring

building radiation levels. This report will be primarily devoted to

the first two classes of instruments; however, the third will be

mentioned where it affects the overall picture.

A further step in classifying instrumentation is the defining of the

minimum required information functions needed during normal reactor

operation, abnormal reactor operation, normal shutdown, abnormal

.
shutdown, and emergency event conditions.

. . ,

* Definitions :
.,

Normal O_erati0n: Operation of the reactor under static power levels or startup
conditions when neutron flux and heat distribution are relatively stable with normal

operating limits in effect.
Abnormal Operation: Operation of the reactor under dynamic conditions of neutron flux
and heat distribution movement and when operating limits, other than bulk outlet

temperature and pile power level3 are being approached possibly requiring shutdown.

An example would be a severe heat cycle when TAI and graphite limits are being

- approached.
Normal Shutdown" Normal shutdown circumstances are those where the reactor is shut

down and maintained in that state under controlled conditions.

. Abnormal shutdown: Abnormal shutdown circumstances are those where the reactor
is scrammed down. After the cause of the shutdown has been determined and the

_ reactor is Judged to be safe3 then the shutdown can be considered normal. For

example, if the reactor was scrammed due to an electrical power failure 3 the abnormal
shutdown would last until BPA power was restored and primary pumping equipment

returned to operation.

Emergency Event: An emergency event would generally be considered an abnormal shut-
down accompanied by loss of one or more control systems, coolant supply systems_

or emergency backup systems. An example would be complete loss of RPA power,
accompanied by failure of the 184 boilers.
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• The two extreme l_ints of the spectrum are abnormal operation and

. emergency events when most information is needed to assure the safety

of the plant, operating personnel_ and the surrounding environs.

Naturally, more information about the process status is needed during

reactor operation than during shutdown. By providing the necessary

continuous functions to assure efficient and safe reactor operation

at startup through equilibrium power levels, the necessary functions

will also be available for coping with an emergency event. The instrumentatic

required to control an emergency event is considered to be the absolute

minimum and should be the most reliable and backed up in depth.

Therefore, two sub-classifications of instrumentation can be developed

for each major classification. The first sub-classification,

(z,2)
"Primary Critical Instrumentation"1 is defined as the minimum

instrumentation necessary to permit evaluation of an emergency event,

guiding personnel to prudent action to minimize or eliminate

possible personnel _imJury or property damage. Such an event may be

so limited in extent that fission product release could be averted by

appropriate personnel action. In this instance, the emergency event

may be minimized only if the sufficient knowledge of the status

of the process is available to the reactor personnel to permit continued

assessment of the adequacy and responses of the coolant and reactivity

" control systems (I).

The second sub-classification of instrumentation, "Operating
e

Instrumentation", is all remaining instruments necessary to maintain

safe and efficient reactor operation. This is equipment which could

possibly be out of service for short periods of time either during
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operation or shutdown and wc_ld generally not contribute to the

. minimizing of an emergency event. Examples of this type of instrument

would be the Flexowriter portion of the Temperature Monitor or

portions of the Moderator Temperature Instrumentation. These

systems are too slow to be of much aid during an emergency event.

In summary, reactor instrmnentation can be categorized into the following
i,

classifications and sub-classifications:

CLASS I: REACTOR SAFET_ CIRCUIT IN_TION

A. Primary Critical Instrumentation

B. Operating Instrumentation

CLASS II: REACTOR PROCESS CONTROL I_S_TION

A. Primary Critical Instrumentation

B. Operating Instrumentation

CLASS III: NON-PROCESS AND BUILDING ENVIROI_4ENTAL INS_Rt_IT_ATION

A. Primary Critical Instrumentation

B. Operating Instrumentation

B. Determination of Systems Design Philosophy

Before proceeding into the develo1_nent of a general functional crlterias
..

it is necessary to first develop a general overall philosophy for that

criteria. There are two prime functions of instrumentation. The

first function is to provide "continuous and reliable" signals to

" the safety circuits for initiation of automatic shutdowns whenever

preset limits are reached or exceeded. The second function is

to provide "continuous and reliable" information to operating person-

nel at all times on the status of the reactor.

Insuring continuity of process information (instrumentation) for
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safety reasons can provide some tangible returns through increased

. plant efficiency. The safety circuit can be stopped from crying

"wolf" on false scrams, thus improving continuity of plant operation

and unit production cost ratios. The crying "wolf" continuously has

safety implications because operating personnel can get into a habit

of regarding scrams with the wrong significance. If the ratio of

false scrams to actual safety scrams is large j there is a risk that

scrams will be treated with less importance than they should be.

This statement is demonstrated by the past performance of the building

radiation alarms. Because of the large number of times that these

alarms have cried "wolf"_ there has developed a general apathy towards

them with respect to immediate personnel evacuation of the alarmed

area. Personnel sometimes walk from an area rather than run. The

same thing can develop with respect to reactor safety instrumentation;

operators may "walk" when "running" is called for.

There may be other psychological aspects which affect the trip settings

of percentage trip instruments. If an instrument has a percentage

trip and has the potential to "inconvenience" personnel by scramming

the reactor_ then there could be a tendency to "fudge" and set the

percentage "a little high" to reduce the chance of an "inconvenience"

scram.

" The use of coincidence and fixed limit trips can minimize these practices.

Section VIII contains a special report in its entirety, HW-7565T

"Logic For Reactor Safety Circuit Systems", which objectively

discusses the relationship of continuity of operation and nuclear

safety as system logic (multiple channel monitoring of a single

parameter point) is applied to Reactor Safety Circuits and Safety



Circuit Instrumentation Systems. As stated in the report, six circuits

• were selected for study and analysis to determine what improvement in

operating continuity and nuclear safety could be achieved by the

application of logic to instrumentation and control system design.

The general conclusion of this report(3) is that system logic, when

conscientiously and properly applied through mathematical analyses

to reactor instrumentation and safety circuit design3 can sig-

nificantly increase both operating continuity and reactor safety

performance levels. The report also pointed out that the use of logic

can sacrifice operating continuity or nuclear safety if not properly

applied. The use _ two channel logic can increase operating

continuity and reduce nuclear safety or increase nuclear safety

and decrease operating continuity over the present single channel

system depending on the logic system chosen. The use of three and

four channel logic can increase both operating continuity and

nuclear safety over levels from single channel systems. Considering

all factors presented in the report (HW-75657), it is concluded that

the use of three channel system logic will provide the greatest

return on investment with respect to continuity of operation

and nuclear safety. Therefore, the systems design philosophy

presented in this instrumentation program will be based upon a three

channel system philosophy (exceptions are noted) employing a two-out-of

• three channel tripping system.

C. General Functional Criteria For Reactor Instrumentation and Safety Circuit

E u! nt

i. Instrumentation System Design Concepts Permitted

a. Fail-Safe: Single or multiple channel continuous monitoring.
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b. Fail-Safe: Single or multiple channel Continuous

. monitoring with self-testing.

c. Non-Fail-Safe: Single or multiple channel monitoring using

redundant, self-tested and self-healing circuits.

d. Non-Fail-Safe: Scanning of a single or multiple set of trans-

ducers through a single set of redundant logic

with self-testing and self-healing.

Non-fail-safe applications must equal or exceed the response

times, system accuracies, and system reliabilities of alternative

fail-safe systems to scram on demand.

2. Reactor Operating Range Instrumentation Coverage

Operating experience and nuclear engineering research (4) has

shown that there are three distinct reactor operating ranges each

of which requires a different type of information. If present

equipment technology were such that instruments could be designed

and installed which would have fixed trip settings and cover the

entire range of reactor operation, then a single all-purpose

instrument system could be installed to monitor all required

functions. However, present technology does not indicate that

a break through in the area of extended instrumentation ranges

is forthcoming in the near future (i0 years or so). Therefore,

" with known equipment and technology limitations, each of the

three reactor operating ranges will be defined for the process

monitoring functional requirements. Equipment can then be

engineered for each of the requirements for each range.

Figure i, Relationships of Reactor Power Level to Instrumentation

Range Requirements, shows the ranges of each different instrumen-

tation requirement as reactor power level is increased for a typical
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startup and equilibrium operating period, The total range of

, operation as shown is approximately 12 decades. The maximum range

of present nuclear instrumentation is approximately 7 decades

using logarithmic amplifiers and compensated ion chambers.

Thermal instrumentation has a range of about 3 decades in the

heat generation range of reactor operation at normal cool_Lut

flow rates.

a. Low Level Reactor Operating Range

definitlon,the low level reactor operating range shall

be from the 10"12 decade to 10-7 decades with one decade of

overlap to 10-6 decades, totaling six decades span.
i

No automatic safety circuit action shall be required in

this range provided that the next higher range (Intermediate

Range) does initiate automatic safety circuit action to

reverse any overshoot from the fastest possible ramp

generated in the low level operating range before the total

heat generation exceeds bulk temperature limits or individual

tube power limits.
.

Trips shall be provided to alarm (audible and visual) for

exponential power level rate increases having periods of

15 seconds or less. Trips and instrumentation ranges shall

" be fixed when the reactor power level is in this range

(lO"lz to lo"6).

The response time* of the system shall be 4 seconds or less.

Geometric distribution of transducers is relatively

unimportant in this range.(4) All transducers shall be located

in one general area.

* See footnote on next page.
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b. Intermediate Level Reactor Operating Range

• By definition_ the intermediate level reactor operating range

shall be from 10"7 decades to 10 -3 decades with two decades
P

overlap to 10 "1 decade totaling six decades.

Automatic safety circuit action shall be required in this

range.

Trips shall be provided to annunciate (audible and visual)

and scram the reactor for exponential power level rate

increases h_ving periods of 15 seconds or less. Trips and

instrumentation ran_s shall be fixed when the reactor power

level is in this range (10-7 to i0"i). The response time*

of the system shall be 4 seconds or less. Geometric

distribution of transducers is not important in first

four decades of this ran_ (10-7 to 10-3). All transducers

shall be located in one general area to monitor t_e same

power level.

c. High Level Reactor Operating Range

By definition_ the high level reactor operating range shall

be from 10 -3 decades to 100 decades plus_ totaling three

plus decades span. In this range of operation_ heat is

generated in sufficient quantities to raise the coolant temp-

erature at normal flow rates to a level which can result

* Response time is defined as the total time from a power level change to the

opening of the 1XX and 1XXA relay contacts. The total fine includes: 1)

transit time (if applicable)s 2) transducer response time _ 3 ) instrument

response time_ 4) instrument delay time (if applicable ),, and 5) safety circuit

response time_ but does not include VSR drop time.
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in damage to the effluent piping system if left unchecked.

w

Automatic safety circuit action shall be required of this

range. There shall be good geometric coverage of the process

by protective instrumentation. (4)

Level Instrumentation:

Fixed level and/or percentage level trips shall be provided

to annunciate and scram the reac_D r for power levels above

a certain level.

A system response time* of 8 seconds maximum shall be per-

mitred for good geometric protection of a reactor divided into

16 zones or more having a fixed level trip. A system response

time* of 4 seconds maximum shall be permitted for geometric

protection of a reactor divided into two, four or nine zones

having percentage trips.

Each zone shall be so defined as to provide information

representative of the rAeutronflux levels along the total

axial direction of the reactor within the flattened portion of the

reactor. Figure 2, Division of a Reactor Into Zones, shows

an example of a _wo, four, nine and sixteen zone reactor. A

single high level system may be used if it divides the

reactor into nine or more zones and has a response time* of

4 seconds or less with fixed or percentage level trips.

A high level system may be used with an 8 second or less

time response* with fixed level trips_ if it has 16 or

* See previous footnote - page 19.
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more zones and is backed up by a two zone system with a 4

second response time* and fixed or percentage level trips.

The number of monitoring points per zone shall be three or

• more based on the system design philosophy concepts in

Section II B (Page 14) and Ill C (Page 39 ).

Rate Instrumentation

Fixed linear rate trips shall be provided to annunciate and scram

the reactor for pover level rate increases.

A system response time* of 12 seconds shall be permitted for

geometric protection of a reactor divided in 5 zones or more

having a fixed rate trip. Axial and radial flux levels must

be summed to protect against front-to-rear distortions during

power level increases.

d. Safety Instrumentation Which is Not Dependent on Power Level

Because of the nature of the process, certain safety

monitoring functions are required which are not a function

of reactor power level or reactor operating status.

Protection against loss of primary cooling pumping capacity
"

shall be required to scram the reactor and automatically start

secondary equil_nentto assure continuous coolant flow to the

reactor.

Protection against loss of bulk coolant flow to the reactor

and individual tube coolant flow shall be required.

Protection against disabling the primary safety control

system shall be provided and operation of a backup safety control

system shall be automatic in case of failure of the primary

system.

• See prevlous footnote - page 19
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e. Process Equil_ent Monitoring Instrumentation

It is necessary to monitor certain parameters of the

process equipment to control damage or deterioration of
J

_arts or materials which affect the life of a reactor.

Instruments Used for this application are classed as
i

"Operating Instruments" and need be only single channel

monitors.

The moderator and thermal shield shall be monitored for

teml_rature level. The moisture content in the moderator

atmosphere shall be monitored.

f. Process Monitoring Not Directly Safety Dependent

The following process parameters of an operating reactor

shall be monitored.

Individual tube temperatures shall be logged for process

control and accountability information. Effluent shall

be monitored to determine when fission products from failed

fuel elements are being released into the coolant.

Reactor moderatox-atmosphere shall be controlled to provide

certain mixtures of inert gases. This shall be done to pro-

tect the moderator from being oxidized and carried off by the

atmosphere and to permit closer control of the process.

Temperature and flow of HCR coolant shall be monitored

to protect against damage of the primary control equip-
.4

ment. Also display of the position of the control equip-

ment (HCR's and VSR's) is necessary to operating personnel.

Total process power level is necessary to control reactor

operating levels and for production accountability.
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General Comment: The design of all systems should consider and ,,be

compatible with present concepts for autoe_ttc reactor control.

IIZ. PRESENTREACT_ INS_TI0_ AND SAFETY CIRCUITS
, _ ' ,,i ,.,.,, ,,., , ] ,+ i,, --_ :

" The present instrumentation and safety circuits have evolved from the

original B_D,F systems of 1943 through experience and knowledge gained

in operating the Ham_ford Reactors and through continued engineering

research in the nuclear sciences. Before discussing new instrumentation

or presenting a program for future action_ it is necessary to establish

a common base from which to work. That base is the present installed

equilmnent.

The following discussions will be limited to a generalized or typical

presentation realizing that variations in equilxnent exist between

reactors. However, where system concepts vary from reactor to reactor,

each concept will be discussed. Instrumentation will be presented

according to the classifications as defined in Section II-A (Page ii).

Particular attention is given to the whole system _.e. power supply_

transducer, the instrument itself, control function (safety circuit

monitoring or readout device ) and pertinent comments_.
'.

A. Reactor Safet_ circuit :_ustrumentation(Class I)

There are three separate and complete safety circuits at each

production reactor. Figures 3 and _, Typical Block Diagram

of the Three Safety Circuits at the six old reactors and at the K

Reactors respectively show the system concept of the present safety

circuits.

The IXX and 2XX Safety Circuits at B, D, and F Reactors are A.C.

while the 3XX Safety Circuit is D.C. All three safety circuits are

D. C. at the other reactors.
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1. The 1XX Safety CircuAt lnstru_ntation

The _ Safety Circuit scremI the vertical safety z_dI (VSR'B)

and the horizontal control rods (RUR'I)I however, only the

• negative reactivity of the VSR's is counted for reactivity control

for this safety system. Xn most instances (exceptions are noted

in subsequent paragraphs), relays are used in l_--_lel with
i

contacts connected in series to provide high reliability to

trip on demand.

Manual Trip

A manual scram pushbutton is located on the reactor control

console and is readily accessible to the reactor operator.

Pressure Monitor

"Pane it"The Pressure Monitor System (sitimes called the II )

monitors coolant flow continuity in each individual process

tube (2004 at the old reactors and S_O at the K Reactors). A

venturi or orifice is located at the inlet nozzle of each tube.

A single hydraulic sensing line extends from the venturi or orifice

to the reactor control room and a pressure gauge. This gauge

consists of a coiled Bourdon tube which rotates a dial through

mechanical linkages. The trip points (high and low) are set

by two magnets rotating on the dial which operate an electric

switch as they pass and attract a metal "flag"_ thus opening

the switch contact(s).

" The K Reactors are equipped with double pole, single throw

switches which are connected into individual row and column

tripping circuits using two relays in series per circuit.

These relays are located at the opposite ends of the respective

rows or columns. Concurrent tripping of both the row and colI
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. circuits is required to ser_ the reactor. Identification of

. the first gauge to trip is t_ the coordi_ate roy and

0oI_ relays and is presented by indicating ltshts.

The C and H Reactors are equipped vtth the saw double pole,

single throv switches_ hovevers they are to be connected into

_tt-rov series circuits (approximately 15 rows per circuit)

and multi-column series circuits _pproximately 15 columns per

circuit)rather than by individual rows and columns M in the K

Reactors. This has an advantage in that the total nuaber of

components is significantly reduced improving the reliability of

the system. Concurrent tripping of both the row and column cir-

cuits will produce a scram. Identification _ be provided

by Project CGI-_ through the use of static-_1_etic switching

devices. The modifications leading to this system are presently

underway.

The B, D, DR, F Reactors presently have a sin@Is pole double

throw switch Whose contacts are summmd into individual rows by

single row relays. These systems are scheduled to be changed

to be standard with the C and B system concept by about July 1964.

Comment: As the modifications of the electrical portion of the

Pressure Monitor near completions it rill be relatively easy
o

to determine Whether the so-called coincidence tripping

,. feature will reduce spu_.ious scrams as Justified in the MJA's

or whether an additional problem area, that of pressure transients,

must be analyzed. Engineering effort in the study of origin

and control of pressure transients will be the only area to

produce a significant reduction of spurious scrams. To outline

a program for such a study is beyond the scope of
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however, it is stro_ believed that such a study is needed

stripy because pressure transients in the systam have been ros-e

sued thr_Jghout the entire ptpLng network and the Pressure

" Monitor is cal_ble of responding to these translents which app-

arently have no safety significance. An additional point i8 that

if the Pressure Monitor is ever going to be replaced in the future,

documentation should proceed immediately becauN such a study

done properly will probably take two engineers working full-

time a minimum of two years.

Neutron Flux Monitor (BX & BXA

The Neutron Flux Monitor System, coenonly referred to as the

"Boc_"t is composed of four picoas_ters_ ion chambersp and

controllers for setting safety circuit trip points. The four ion

ch_nbers are located in instrument risers beneath the reactor

and are positioned for equilibrium power level calibration.
i

The effective r_r_c of operation is approxi_tely the top four

decades of the twelve decade range of neutron flux. The

instrument scale ru_es from i0 x 10"13 to i0 x 10-8 amperes.

Trip settings are controlled bp procedure and are a controlled

percentage (i0 percent) above the instrument reading. In some

reactors, one instrument is set up with a bucking voltage circuit

. to extend its effective range to approximately five decades.

. Both the high and low level trips are connected into the IXX

Safety Circuit. Any tvo Beckmans in the tripped position will

scram the reactor. Interlocks are provided so that bypassin_

two or more Beckmans at the same time will automatically

scram the reactor. The HX and _XA relays are time-delayed
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three to seven cycles (dependent on the reactor) to pemit

. _lfier recovery fraa short _PA _r transients.

A '°Beckman-Panellit"interlock is provided to autcm_Lticall_
o

unbypus the Pressure Monitor when the reactor is above 2

megavatts. This circuit uses static svltching devices in a one-

out-of-four Beckman tripping circuit to unbypsss the Pressure

Monitor. Additional discussion of the Beckmms appears in

Section IX B 1 c (Page IT).

Seismoscope

Each reactor is equipped vith three seismoscopes. Two are

connected in coincidence in the IXX Safety Circuit and are set

to trip and annunciate on a modified Mercalli Scale of 5. The

thizd setsmoscope is primarily used as an information device and

is set on a modified Mercalli Scale of 3. This unit annunciates

only.

The design of the seismoscopes has a non-fail-safe characteristic

which makes the two-out-of-two coincidence circuit very question-

able from a reactor safety standpoint.(5)

Power Failure Detection

Detection of either pumping or electric power failure is

accomplished through relaying located in the 190 B_ildings.
m

The relaying is based on either undervoltage, reduced power

. flow or reversed power flow to the motors plus normal motor

protection relaying.

2. The SXX Safety Circuit and Associated Tripping Devices

The SXX Safety Circuit scrams the horizontal control rods only.

There are three entries to the 2XX Safety CircuitJ 1) Manual
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pushbutton located on the control console, 2) the upper iinLlt

. slrltches from each VSR connected tb.w=uKh the _ and SHA rel_s

(at the old reac_ors) e._d th_ the _ rel_s (at the C and

K Reactors) to scram the HCRes it a VSR :Lnadve:r_entl_r drops

into the reactor, and 3) the _R/V_t :rnterlock so that the VSR's

cannot be _rlthdravn from the reactor if _he l_R's are not in-

serted in the reactor.

3. The _ Safety Circuit and Associated Instru_ntation

The _X Se_ety Circuit drops boron-steel balAs into the

channels. The st_ is from a set of Mercoid pressure

svitches located in each inlet riser. There are three

switches located in each inlet riser. There are three settings

used: Lov Pressure (LP)_ Very Lov Pressure (VLP), and Extra

Lov Pressure (UP). The LP and VLP trips are set to scram the

3X system upon a pressure decay rate greater than a certain j

value. This _8 accomplished by a time delay coincidence trip

of the LP and VLP svitches. _he ELP trip will automatically

drop the "balls" when the pressure drops belov a fixed minimum.

At all reactors but C, there are rye complete systems in the _XX

circuit. Two batteriess two sets of pressure svitches_ and two

latching solenoid mechanisms _ alloy failure of a single

system vithout the consequence of a "bali drop". A m_nual push-

- button is located centrally in each control room to trip both

systems, thus dropping the balls. Modifications are presently

under_p at C Reactor to install a dual system similar to the

other reactors.
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s. ReactOr oQe,,control (c m,n)

•' Inst_ntation beyond that used for safety circuit action is neces-

saz_ if the reactor is to be operated and controlled effectively and

efficiently. In some instances, Process Standards require manual scram-

_tng of the reactor when indicated readings _ach predetermined

levels.

1. Nuclear Instrumentation

The nuclear instrumentation range requirement is from normal

bac_und or shutdown levels to approximately 10 "11 times normal

background for equilibrium power levels. Because instrumentation

is not presently available with this large a range, nuclear

instrumentation is divided into different systems which monitor

reactor operation in various parts of this 11 decade ra_.

a. Low Level Neutron Flux Monitor

At background or shutdown levels_ the Low Level N(:utron Flux

Monitor System (Sub-Critical Monitor) is used. This system

is comprised of two separate and identical channels, each

• composed of a chamber mounted on a screw drive mechanism and

an amplifier-counting circuit indicating period and level.

The system is set to provide visual s_d audible alarms when

a 15 second rising period is reached. The primary use of this

" system is to determine when the reactor achieves criticality

and indicate the magnitude of the rising period during low
o

power level reactor operation. The range of each channel

is a nominal 5 decades with an effective 4 decades. During

startup the channels are used in tandem with overlapping

range settings to extend the system range (both channels )
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_o az_roxima_ely 9 decades. This is accomplished by

. positioning the chambers on the screw drive mechanism in

steps from their full-in loQation at the moderator fringe,

b. _vsno_ter System

The G_lyancmster _stems operate from signals supplied from

one to eight ion chaml_rs depending on the reactor.

' _.lvanmneters are connected in series; one providing a signal

(current) proportional to the neutron flux power level and

the other showing deviation from a preset level. The equip-

sent, including shunts and potentiometers, is built into the

control console.

c. High Level Neutron Flux Monitor

The high level nuclear monitoring system is the "Beckmans"

previously discussed in the section on Safety Circuit

Ymstrumentation. The B, C, and the K Reactors use the Model

V Beckman picoammeters currently in production, while the D,

DR, F, and H Reactors still have the RXG-2 Beckmans which have

been out of production for about nine years. Engineering effort

is currently u_erway to changeout the SXG-2's for Model V's.

Readout information is in the form of indicating meters and

recorders, remote and adjacent to the instrument.

• d. Octant Monitoring Systems

The C and K Reactors are equipped with an Octant Flux Monitoring
Q

System. The DR and H Reactors have holes in the shielding

for the chambers; however, the instrumentation has never been

installed. The octant concept is similar to the Beckman system

concept; however, there are eight channels instead of four and



they are positioned to monitor each corner of the pi'Le from

holes on the near and far sides.
e

2. Temperature Monitoring

" One of the primary reactions in the fissioning of U-235 is the

generation of heat. It is therefore of prime importance to

knov that adequate removal of this heat is being maintained in

all sections of the reactor. Temperature monitoring divides into

three categories of instrument systems: effluent water temperature

monitoring, moderator temperature monitoring , and thermal

shield temperature monitoring. There are many different methods

for displaying this information to operating personnel; however,

generally the main temperature monitoring functions are similar

in concept at each reactor.

a. Effluent Water Temperature Monitoring

A thennocouple (RTD's at the K Reactors) is installed at the

outlet of each process tube to measure the temperature

of the cooling water leaving that tube. Each temperature

transducer is connected to a central control board and a

series of stepping relays is used to scan the transducers by

rows in process format. The control board is used to manually

select individual tubes for recording data at various forms .

. Two recorders are provided for individual tube temperature

trend recording, and for traversing the temperatures in

process format. A "cornpoyper" function is provided _ich

scans a preselected number of tubes by regions or zones

in the reactor.

The steppin_ relays select the transducers in reactor format



sequence by rows for presentation on the traverse recorder or

on an electric typewriter. An analog to digital converter

(ADC) changes the analog signal from the transducer to a

" digital signal for the typewriter. Project CG1-939 has

been authorized to change the present ADC's to solid state

electronic systems from the present shaft driven encoders

at the six old reactors. Project CGI-967 has been

authorized to install a High-Speed Scanning Type Temperature

Monitoring System at E_gReactor to replace the present

temperature monitoring and data logging system.

An interim Linear Power Rate-of-Rise System operates from

i0 RTD's distributed in a uniform pattern over the rear face

of the reactor. The circuit averages the signals of the

RTD's to show an average linear increase or decrease in

power level in me.watts per minute. This system has

numerous disadvantages which are being resolved through

development effort for a final system.
J

Zone Temperature Monitoring Systems were installed under

Project CGI-666 at the six old reactors to provide safety

circuit action for "hotspot" control. This system is

composed of RTD's (resistance temperature detectors),
w

controllers, and a visual readout display. The RTD's

measure the temperature of the outlet water from the center

process tube of a 3 by 3 tube cell or zone. A special

wye fitting was installed between the spiral connector and

the Parker fitting to house the RTD.
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The reactor is divided into 211 different cells or zones

covering all process tubes. Each controller has an adjustable
o

level trip setting ranging from 85 C to140 C.

. The system has been used wholly as an information system

since installation. A readout device _using an en masse ad-

Justable level control on an approach to trip basis Ludicates

"hotspots" Vlth lights representing each zone tube.
,,

The system was never put into the safety circuit because of

various problem areas; howevers at the writing of this

document_ the Zone Temperature Monitor is being upgraded

and readied for this function.

b. Moderator Temperature Monitoring

Thermocouples were embedded in the moderator at construction

to measure the distributed heat in the graphite. Because a

large percentage of these original thernocouples have ceased

to function t it became necessary to provide an alternate

means for obtaining this information. Strifes of

thermocouples (ii at the old reactors and 13 at the K's)

were inserted into process tube channels at the old reactors

and in the side-to-side channels at the K Reactors. Originally

these "stringers" were contained in beads of graphite for

better heat conduction; however_ a new method has been recently

devised to use sheathed thermocouples without the graphite

beads. The temperature information is presented on a pro-

file recorder or can be readout directly on a trend

recorder.
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c. Thermal Shield Tewperature Monitor

" Thermocouples are distributed in the thermal shield to maintain

temperature control of the shield. It is important that
P

the temperature of the shield be kept optimized to reduce

deterioration from high temperature.

d. Miscellaneous Coolant Water Instrumentation

There are many miscellaneous pressure gauges in the control room

which indicate the pressures at various points in the primary,

secondary and last ditch coolant systems. Included in these

measurements are: top of riser pressure, crossheader pressures,

top of downcomer pressure, control rod coolant pressures, and

high tank level and pressure.

e. Gamma Monitor

The Gamma Monitor System detects fuel element ruptures by

continuously monitoring effluent water from each rear cross-

header. A gamma sensitive ion chamber is revolved past the

respective continuous streams and measures the magnitude of the

gamma emission. Visual and audible alarms annunciate if the

trip points are exceeded. The radiation profile of the cross-

headers is plotted on multipoint recorders.

f. Reactor Power Level Calculator

The total power level of the reactor is computed using total

flow to the reactor from the 190 Building and the bulk outlete

and inlet temperatures. The total power level is recorded on

a circular chart and power deviation is recorded from a preset

power level value.
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g. Reactor Atmosphere Instrumentation

Reactor atmosphere instrumentation consists of flow rate,

temperature, moisture content, gas pressure s and make-up flow

" rate equipment. In the old reactors this equilment is located

in the 105 control rooms and the 115 Building. At the K

Reactors_ the equilxnent is mostly in the control room.

C. Non-Pr0cess and Buildir_ Environmental Instrumentation (Class III)

Instrmnentatlon is required in parts of the reactor building to support

work which is not directly associated with the nuclear reactor process.

i. Radiation Health Monitors

Radiation health monitoring equipment is positioned around the

reactor building and associated areas to monitor radiation levels

and control access to these areas. The health monitors consist of

RXG_ RGX-21 and Model V Beckman plcoannneters and _amma sensitive ion

chambers. Depending on the location and the purpose for which the

monitor is used (either health or criticality monltorlng)_ the _

instruments are set to trip and alarm at 30 mr to 3000 mr.

Audible alarms sound to warn personnel when set limits are exceeded.

In some cases the health monitors serve a dual function; that is

to measure building level radiation and the intensity of certain

radioactive materials as they are prepared for disposition.

- 2. Reactor Confinement Instrumentation

Reactor confinement facilities were installed to control the

release of radioactive material from the reactor building in the

event of a nuclear incident. The instrumentation monitors the

pressure and air balance in various sections of the building and

the radiation level and spectrum of the air exhaust.
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Radiation Health Monitors -- X

Rear__.___.__ Beckman X
Reactor ----

When t: e Zone Temperatuxe Monitor is upgraded and connected in the safety circuit, it rill be classtt_, ed I-A.
*_ Selective monitors will be in each _ategory.
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3. Miscellaneous Znstruaentation

This report acknowledges that there are other instrumentation
m

e%uil_ent in the various reactor buildings used for specific k
lwork; however, this remaining equil_ent will be classified as

o

miscellaneous at this point because it does not carry the

level of importance that the above equipment does.

D. Clusification Summary of _ Present Instrumentation

Table I, Instru_ntation System Classification, categorizes and

summarizes all major reactor instrumentation systems into the

classifications per Section lI A (Page 11) and shows the power

level at which the instrumentation was designed to function (if

applicable to a certain power level r_nge. )

rv. S Sr S D VEL

The following discussion is limited to instrumentation which is nearing

development completion and will be ready for application within six months

to three years. Recently developed systems already in project status

are discussed elsewhere in this document (Section V)

A. Intermediate Range Monitor

A laboratory and on-reactor evaluation of three commercial Intermediate

Range Monitors has been completed. Although none of the instruments

evaluated have all the featu_'o-_desi_'edfor a rc_ctor process in-

strument, at least one of the instruments will satisfy the

. requirements with minor modifications.

A typical Intermediate Range System for reactor safety circuit use

could consist of three Intermediate Range Monitors with log-level

and reactor period readout and trips, through compensated ion chs_nbers

and associated power supplies and three reactor hole facilities _-Ath

shield plug, bonnets, etc.
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A program to evaluate cc_pensated ion chambers is continuing; more

information is needed to describe chamber performance under varying
. "|

reactor conditions and to obtain maximum performance. Sufficient in-

- formation is available at this time; however to assure the minimum

performance required for intermediate range use.

A comparatively inexpensive molded iron-epoxy shield plug and bonnet

assembly is being evaluated in lO_-I_. Results to date have been

satisfactory.

Preparations are being made for coring a reactor shield mockup and

then coring one hole in a reactor shield.

Specifications are being prepared fo_ the purchase of Intermediate

Range Monitors. It is planned to require a production prototype

prior to the acceptance of production quantities.

B. Power Rate-of-Rise Monitor
,, , ,i__ -- _ -- - -

A linear power rate-of-rise instrument suitable fur safety circuit

use in all the existing reactors has been developed. This instrument

requires i0 RTDs per channel for active signal elements and 5 RTDs

for sl_ares•

A Power Rate System connected in a reactor safety circuit would con-

sist of the following:

i. Three power rate computers.

2. Three magnetic amplifier trip circuits.

3. Forty-five (45) RTDs (30 active RTDs and 3._spares).
Q

4. Associated circuits such as bridge circuits, power supplieS, RTD

switching circuits, calibration generators, etc.

The rate amplifier and associated circuits use solid stated circuitry

throughout with the exception of one reliable and conservatively rated

vacuum tube. The rate system has been tested in the laborators,and



on-reactor to assure that it hu reltab_Lty, taLl.-u4'e features,

. e'_,b:Ll.tty 'with line _ tempere, tu.','e 'v'ez:l.ationm and eaJe ot' ,m.tnt-

enance re4utrod oi' s (tua,ltty reactor process instrument,

• A tinaA mechanical prototype of the pover rate meter has been con-

strutted and is undergoing tests prior to on-reactor testing.

Folloving cce_letlon ot testing, It is planned to pre_ electrical
I

and mechanical drawings end specifications for the _hase of "chinese

copies" of this prototype on any subsequent pro_ect action.

C. _.Co_ F_ux Monitoring

The object is to obtain a continuous display of reactor axial (front

to rear) flux distribution at selected radial locations. The outlzat

signals should also be capable of driving recordere and be of sufftetent

magnitude, accuracy, and reliability to actuate safety circuits when

desired.

Four general chamber designs are being developed:

i. The first design (referred to as IFM-I) consisted of aluminum

gamma sensitive chambers vlth aluminum triaxial, aluminum-

oxide insulated, cable in the active zone. A set of five chambers

vas installed in E_g Reactor and proved to be suite unsatisfactory.

The signals were too sme/l (in the order of IO to 25 =icroamperes

at equilibrium power level) to be used without auplification.
m

The output was grossly (about SO0 times) more sensitive to changes

. in the voltage difference betveen the center electrode and the

guard than to changes in reactor power level. Because of in-

ternal shorts all five chambers were virtually useless 3 months

after they were installed in the reactor.
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2. The seooM deimt4p_ (_-2) consists of stainless steel, neutron

sensitive, ion oham=berswith intedpraA (s_a!z_ess steel, am_umln_u_
o

oxide or mstptestum oxtdo Insulated) cables in the active sons.

• A set of five cl_a_z_ has provided trouble free operation for

over thirteen (13) months and their uNful life should be

greater thsa 3 yeazs.

3. _he third design (XYM-3) features five stai_ess steel Q_zsma

sensitive chambers, three with coaxial and two vlth trlaxlal

mineral oxide insulated cables. These chambers were installed

in the reactor on February l, 1963. Test data from these chambers

should indicate whether the ratio of the _ chamber signal

current to the coaxial cable leakage current can be increased to

a va_ue which would make guarded (triaxial) construction un-

necessary. Testing should also indicate if sufficiently large

Q_mma chamber currents are attainable to reliably operate the

desired equA_ment. (Mumaachambers should have considerably

longer llfe than fission (neutron sensitive) chambers because

fission chambers burn out in time. This, of cource, would be e.decided

economic advantage.

4. The fourth program (XFM-4) was to design a higher current

&_mna sensitive chamber. This was carried through conceptual
e

design and drawings were prepared. The decision to l_Arsuethis

. program through fabrication and test awaits further analysis of

test data from IYM-2 and ]:FM-3

Conceptual design of the graphic display of the incore chamber data

for control room operational information is complete. A prototype

readout display will be built to demonstrate the value of the continuous

axial and radial display of reactor flux. ,This display will also be
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used for the final on-pi3_ _:_ot_pio myltam _t_ah _ be :Lnsta.t_ed

to denonstre, te the feuibility of ineore flux monitori_ as an opez_tin8
e

' and safer7J_altorlng device.

. The travelingvlre flux walter (TwTM)must be repairedso that in-

dependentmeasurementsof the flux level in the pro_esstube containing

the neutron sensitive in-core flux monitor (Xlq42) chambers can be

obtained to calibrate and determine the sensitivity of the chambers.

The b__rnout rate of the _ chambers must be determined to establish

their useful econmLie life. Cross calibation tests of _, _,

and spllne traverses must be made to verify the calibration data

and determinewhether T_ vould be necessaryin a completereactor

insteAAationor _ether splinesalone could be used for calibration.

D. l_r Rate PredlctionInstrumentationiu it _ j j jjl i j Hill rl _T _ I " ....................

Preliminaryexploratoryyork has been done concerningthe possibility

of using the "promptJumP" in power level or neutronflux folloving

an increase in reactivityin a reactoras a source of information

for the controland protectionof a reactor. A number of simplified

calculations(asstumingtime and sp_ce variablesseparableand one group

of delayed neutrons) indicatedthat the first derivativeof the flux

(or po_er level)_s very large in the first instantof time after

a reactivltpchange is made. Data from Y_ runs of a I node, 6 delayed

group model was examined. These data shoved similarresultsalthough

the values were less than those of the earlier more crude approximations.
e

These data looked encouragingbut not definitivesince the mathematical

model of the differentiatordid not includea time la_ for the filtering

that is necessaryin a real instrument.
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A _est a_ I_ using ootsnt chambers _ a signal souse had tvo

dlfferenttators on the to_sl ion ourrent, one of which had a built-

in variable _lNe ls6. This _tNe lag vu deemued and the behavior

• qualitatively observed durin_ startups and operation. 81_lm w=e

observed to be generated vtth each rod movement and very large signals

vere recorded at tines. It vss difficult to ascertain exactly vhat

action occurred tn-reactar to develop these signals since they

occurred at irregular times and no observers were present to correlate

events vith the signals.

A _ttchsn_l dtfferentlator vas built and lns_ed on individual

channels of the KE octant system. The _ysts of these data is not I

com__ete but they generally ahoy (a) rod motions, (b) considerable

60 cycle noise_ and (c) the tnw_idity of the assumption that the
i

space and time variables in & reactor are separable, at least for the

sma_ transients occurring.

It must be kept in mlndj hoverer, that the transients being

observed at KE were normal operational and startup phenomena, the type

that would be rejected (not cause operation) by a safety circuit

device. These data vere recorded merely as a by-product of normal

reactor operating procedures. Signals of the type of interest for

safety circuit actuation could be tested only under a ve_ con-

sidereal, specta_y contro_ed, approved production test.

. Since no priority has been established, this work ls done on a

fill-in basis only. Last work on this problem was done during

May,1962.

The concept appears attractive as considerable additional safety

factor would be available if instrumentation is feasible. However,

additional studies are needed to establish the feasibility. These

studies would include:
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1. Caloulat£on (dt_t_l_ analog) of output with a one lag dt_Terentlator

• for vL_'tOUS reacttwlty inputs and various different$ator lag

oons_ts •
e

2. Costt_tton of the above results. Create those incidents

_tch vould cauH the desired trip action and trip leve!s.

3. Study and test$ng of the methods of atten_t_ the 60 cycle

hum and other electrical noise that appears $n octant chamber

leads without looslng the fast response tlme requ/red.

4. Simulation (or calculation) of various reactor trs_stents with

a _ltt-node_ nntltt-&TOUp reactor model to determine the

spatial distribution of a localized transient. These data

should show the minimum number of ton chambers necessary

to sdequately protect the reactor. These runs would also

provide a basis for safety assurances necessary before a

production test could be authorized.

5. Bu/ld up prototype instrument and test (a) on analog simulator,

and (b) on reactor.

E. Flow Monitoring

The followin8 will outline an all-static component differential

pressure process tube flow uonttor develol]nent pro_am that is believed

to be achievable in approx/nmtely three years and will be competitivee

_lth present mechanical gauges (Panelllt) when oper_tln8 and replacement

" costs of Panelllt gauses are considered.

The development of differential pressure inch/toting systems started

before reorMni zatlon in 1956 and has continued on a semi-continuous

basis. Early developments were concerned primarily with both elect-

ron/c and mechanical type monitors. Initial results on electronic

systems were not encour_ln_. Break throu_hs have been
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the of a mechanical type flov monitor sut_,ble enough

for PR_ alyplleatton was completed. This Ul_urn of events vas due to
o

combining the Barton dti_erenttal pressure element with an electrical

. transducer that had s_ficient output to make electronic monitoring

feasible. Other requirements such as that of the N2D Reactor vhich

required remote en masse set of low flov trip point (and later high

trip point) favored the use of electronic systems rather than con-

ventional mechanical means.

At present the Barton-Metrisite transducer unit and the electronic mon-

itoring system (Avien) used in the nD Reactor could be applied to the older

reactors successfully. However, the cost is in excess of $1000 per

channel monitored.

During the final phase of N flov monitoring develolxnent, there were

tvo "break throughs" _tch alter the cost picture considerably.

First truly static (or nearly so) trans0ucers became available but

in restricted ranges and of doubtful reliability because of lack of

experience in the m_terials and manufacturing process used to manu-

facture them.

_e second break through _s that of proving that high speed data

acquisition systems (Scanners) could be procured for process mo_itoz_ng

vith sufficient inherent reliability and functions to fulfill process

• safety monitoring requirements.

From various vendor inquiries, it appears that both static transducers and

semi-conductor scanning systems (for limit _onitoring of transducers )

will be procurable after development is complete at a cost,of less

than $100 for the transducer and approximately $100 per point monitored

for the scanning system. These figures apply to full scale systems.
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Transducers

" A number of manufacturers h_we been surveyed with preliminary speci-

fications for the transducers. Three _nerel types of transducers appear

to _e available in the pressure range and with sufficient output to be

used for a high speed scanning system.

1. Semiconductor strain gauge tyl_.

2. Variable mu iron capsule, differential transformer.

3. Diaphra_n directly coupled to differential transformer or

variable inductance.

Of the tyree types, the second type "variable mu" is truly a static

device. It utilizes the variable .m characteristics of certain

arrangements of iron alloys to unbalance the magnetic paths of a

differential transformer in proportion to differential pressure.

In essence, it has no moving parts.

The first type, semiconductor strain gauge transducer, would contain two

diaphragms exposed to the differential pressure. The differential pres-

sure would then be transmitted to a beam rigidly mounted between the

diaphrs_ and the strain _ould be ready by semiconductor strain gauges with

a very high gauge factor (300-400). This transducer is not truly static,

the diaphragms will move a few milli-inches but there will be no complicated

. and/or expensive bellows, torque tubes or linkages.

The third type transducer is very similar to the first type except the

slug of a linear differential transformer or variable inductance is

mounted on one diaphra_n studthe coils of a differential transformer

or inductance coil of a wLriable inductance is mounted on the other

diaphr_. Differential pressure is then sensed by the relative movement

between the coil and slug.

i



Each of the above types of devices are predicted to have an acceptable

reliability. There are several confirmed sources for develol_nent of

strain gauge type of transducers. Ordering of prototypes has been

postponed temporarily because of price. The variable mu transducer

is undergoing final development by Iuternational Resistance Company

and a proposal for prototype has been promised in the near future. The

diaphra_ mounted differential transformer is already in production by the

T. A. Edison Company and sells for a price less than $100 each. Edison is

preparing a proposal on a specific prototype in the required static

pressure and differential pressure range.

Procurement of prototypes and evaluation is expected to be complete on

at least two types in approximately 12 to 18 months after higher

priority work is completed.

Monitoring System

The application of the high speed scanning technique has been

thoroug_y investigated and possess no particular problems except three

proven sources must be available. One source already exists, two

additional sources can be developed in approximately 24 months after higher

priority work is completed.

At present the program is being pursued on a "fill-in" basis only.

The logical time for completion of the above program is approximately

" three years from now when Panellit gauges may have to be rebuilt.

The program will be continued on a fill-in basis until it is deemed

necessary to raise the priority.

Y. Automatic Power Level Control

The subject system is an automatic system for detecting deviations from a

manually established base and controlling reactor flux distribution relative
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to the desired base. Power level or average flux in a zone is

" measured by means of a resistance temperature detector (RTD) located in

the effluent stream from a selected process tube. Each measured temp-
ap

erature is compared to a manually set base temperature. If the

measured temperature is above or below this base temperature, the system

selects the proper control rod and moves it to correct the deviation.

_ne system contains logic to determine which rod should be moved and the

direction of movement.

The present develolmmntal system is a demonstration system and is designed

to be installed in 105-D and to control flux distribution at or near

equilibrium. The system also was designed so it could be modified to con-

trol both flux distribution and power level. The Justification for the
&

present system is experimental to prove a principle and is sponsored

Jointly by Research and Engineering Operation and Instrument and Electrical

Develol_ent Operation.

I
If the demonstration system is successful, the principles and some of the

actual control system will be applicable to the automatic control of

all Hanford Production Reactors including I05-N.

G. Reactor Inlet Gas Moisture Monitor
,=,, , , ,,, ,,, ,

A prototype gas moisture monitor has been assembled and is being tested.

o The water analysis is made by use of sm electrolytic cell. The san_le

flow is controlled by a differential pressure regulator which is

controlled by the pressure drop across a porous plug flow restrictor.

Tests have been made with various porous media. A sintered stainless

steel disc is currently being tested.

The prototype electrical chassis associated with the flow control

chassis contains a linear concentration readout having three

ranges (0-50-500-5000 plxnby volume at 50 cc/min, sample flow rate
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a logarithmic readout on one scale (p-pooozm) vith recorder output,

. calibration circuits for the log readout, cell voltage test point,

associated power supplies and the controller for the thermostat containing

the log diodes and the porous plug flow restrictor. Space was reserved

for a high moisture alarm circuit but this has not been built, being

considered an accessory whose need is yet to be demonstrated.

Additio ,z_,, Work Necessary

Recently the flow-pressure drop characteristics of the stainless steel

element shifted abruptly and the cause of this shift must be determined

and steps taken to prevent its recurrence. Plugging of the pores in the

restrictor is a likely cause, but some effort must be expended to verify

this.

The porous plug element was built into an easily rep_ceable unit

unit which fits into the thermostated housing. Difficulty has been

experienced with gas leakage around the associated "O-ring" seals.

An improved seal will have to be provided, or a less easily replaceable

flow restrictor accepte@.

When the final design of the flow restrictor is completed and in opera-

tion, its flow-pressure drop characteristics for air, 002 He, N2, C02-He

mixture and N2-He mixtures must be measured. The theoretically pre-

dicted variations of flow with the absolute pressure at the porous plug

must be verified at several points. The accuracy of the analyzer

" must be tested at several known moisture concentrations. After

passing bench tests, the analyzer will be installed in a reactor gas

system to check its in-use performance.

An electrolytic cell will be tested for its life. One manufacturer of these

cells states that there is a limit to the total current time integral



beyoml which the cells will not operate. Other manufacturers do not adm:

to this limit.

Following the laboratory tests and the on-reactor experience, an evaluation

of the performance wt.l.], be made and a listing of critical parameters pro-

vided so that additional monitors may be purchased or on-site fabricated

for routine reactor application.

H. znei,vie..l,, Ruptu Ho toring

The goal of this program is to develop a method of fuel element rupture

confirmation and individual process tube identification which is

economically applicable to existing reactors. To this end, the

following measurements of the operating characteristics of the He-3

neutron spectrometer have been made:

i. Sensitivity and resolution to monoenergitic neutrons in the 400 Key

to i Mev energy range.

2. Its sensitivity to thermal neutrons and background gamma rays.

3. Its response to an operating reactor rear face neutron and

gamma background.

These measurements have shown that it may be feasible to make a neutron

monitoring system which would be sensitive to the fission product delayed

neutrons on an operating reactor's rear face yet insensitive to the back-

ground photo-neutrons, thermal neutrons, and gamma radiation.

Work yet to be done involves the following:

. i. Additional on-reactor measurements with the He-3 detector to confirm

existing measurements.

2. Mounting the He-3 detector and preamplifier on the KE remotely

operated flapper carriage for confirming ruptures.
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3. Making neutron measurements on 105-H downcomer with He-3.

. 4. Proceed with rupture simulation experiment on 105-H utilizing

all existing rupture monitor equipment systems - He-3 delayed neutron

_-3 delayed neutron systems and gross gamma system.

5. Determine the availability and operating characteristics of

neutron energy threshold fission detectors which use Np2S7,

Pa2SI and U2S6 as the fissionable material.

6. Evaluation of new solid state neutron detectors and neutron spectrometer

7. Assist reactor operating personnel in rupture confirmation to gain

an insight into operational rupture confirmation problems.

8. Procure or develop a low noise high radiation resistant proportional

counter pree_npcapable of operating continuously in a reactor rear

face area.

9. Based upon the results of the above tests and measurments, a pro-

totype rupture confirmation and individual process tube fuel

rupture identification system is planned for installation on an oper-

ating reactor.

I. Dose Rate Te!emetering

The dose rate telemetering development work was recently divided into two

approaches. Each approach will use a different means of acquiring the

same end result, that of obtaining a completed prototype system. The

first approach, started some time ago and currently active, will follow
I

• a plan of fabricating a prototype system on plant with the use of avail-

able radlo-telemetering components. The second approach will follow a

plan of off-site procurement using detector circuitry and other

information developed earlier in the first approach. Enough i_formation
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ha_ been gained about pro_leNs inherent to this ap1_ication of radio-

" telemetering that a prototype system can _e specified for off-site

. procurement.

On-Sit e Fabrication:

Initial tests on a single channel dose rate telemetering system

indicated that radiation monitoring by radio telemetry is feasible.
J

Fabrication of a five channel system was started. A detector count

rate circuit used in a commercially available radiation area monitor

was modified and miniaturized for use. Receivers were fabricated.

Discrimir_tors that had been excessed from another government
o

operation were obtained. Sub-carrier oscillators for use in the

detector-transmitter package were purchased. Two channels of the

five channel system were fabricated and tested. Satisfactory

results were obtained in signal transmission tests. Test results

indicated that excessive temperature drift was was occurring in high

voltage power supplies and sub-carrier oscillators. Also, excessive

drift has been observed in the discriminators. Further tests are

necessary for positive identification of the problem. A high

voltage power supply and a sub-carrier oscillator, both temperature

stabilized, have been purchased for evaluation in an improved system.

It is planned to fabricate a single detector-transmitter package using

• newly acquired components. Tests will be performed to determine system

accuracy. Satisfactory operation is expected of all components

except, possibly, the discriminators. If satisfactory discriminator



operation is not obtained+ the commercial market will be investi-
t

gated further for pouible solutions to discriminator problem.

• After a single channel hu tested satisfactory, a six channel

system will be completed. Receivers, which were fabricated

previously+ will be tested to determine if receiver selectivity is

adequste for narrow band operation as required for present

frequency assignments.

P

A preliminary specification for off-site procurement of a six

channel dose rate telemetering system has been written a_ a market

survey has been initiated to learn of vendors qwLllfled to

fabricate the prototype system and to obtain an idea of cost and

delivery.

After completing the market survey, a final dr_ft of the speci-

fication will be prepared for purchasing use. If satisfactory

proposals are obtained s a demonstration system will be purchased.

J. Fixed Radiation Monitoring (Health MOnitoring)-- IUIIIL I I 111 It ,Ill ,

A specification for logarithmic picoammeter was written and two proto-

type in&_ruments were purchased from four different vendors though a

. negotiated purchasing procedure. All four vendors have completed their

prototypes and currently _re testing for performance. On plant arrival of

m

the prototype picoaHaeters is expected by March I, 1963.

Work in progress or being planned for:

I. Assist AEC Purchasing as required and requested to insure the delivery
of instruments for evaluation March I, 1963.

2. Test and evaluate vendors prototype log picoammetter as per HWS-5991,Re,
3. Provide development support if required to make vendors prototypes meet

specification requirements.
4. Issue final evaluation and report.
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• The foll_g inetru_ntation and safety circuit program is based on four

au_ions with respect to future plant operation. Ytrmt, there

will be no ma_or expansion progra_ to raise power levels beyond the

cal_bility of present plant equillnent. Second, instrumentation installed

in the future _ be Justified pri_rily on reactor and nuclear safety

improvement needs and/or replacement of obsolete and difficult to smintain

e_ilment. The third aJsu_tion is that the equilxnent concepts proposed

are applicable to the reactors as they exist today and _rill provide the

necessary protection if an overbore or zirconium tube program materializes.

The fourth ususrption is one of economics which is stated only for

clarification purposes_ as much of the present existing equi_ent and

concepts will be carried over into the proposed program as possible.

A single criteria for economic plant operation and reduced maintenance

expense is that instru_ntation on either the front or rear faces of the
I

reactors will be minimized with alternatives not involving these locations

strongly recommended. The severe environment of rear face applications

accompanied by the inadvertent and often unavoidable d_ to the

equipment during major tube outages and other rear face work makes the

operation and maintenance costs of such equipnent very high. Elevator
m

time is generally required for this maintenance, and normally elevator

. work governs the length of outages and establishes the time operating

efficiency (T_) of the plant.

The following discussion is the proposed instrumentation and safety circuit

program by classification (Section ZI A).



A. C Qu t  tr en t on .z)

* Before discussing the tns_z_mont systems, it is necessary to discuss

. sstety circuits and ]p_r s_ concepts for these instrunsntstion

syete_ because they mult be olosely integrated into the overall

system approach. Figure 5 (Sheets i and 2) Reactor Safety Circuit and

Critical Znstru=entation l_r Supplies, show the fro-out-of-three

channel safety circui_ and instruswntation system concept in elementary

circuit form. Sheet 2 show the three sub-safety circuits and the pover

supplies for all critical and safety circuit instrumentation. It

should be pointed out that an alternate A.C. pover source (3PA,

backed up from plant generation facilities) should be provided to each

instrument for maintenance purposes and pover supply flexibility. This

feature was not shorn because it vas believed that it vould coN-

plicate an already complex drawing and could be covered adequately by

this short explanation.

Sheet 1 shows the summation of the sub-safety circuit relaying on the

_3R power supply battery and the latching circuit. Also shorn is the

3X System vhich is patterned after that nov operating at the K

Reactors. (5) These tvo sheets cover basically the entire reactor

J _

safety instrumentation pover supply, and safety circuit system program

- concept. The fo].loving discussion will reference these sheets.

Document E_g-T2312,"Safety Circuit Relaying Study''(6)"" provides the

technical backup and explanations for the design develol_nentof the

system relaying concepts employed and the use of static inverters for

a separate and isolated power source for all critical and

continuity sensitive instrumentation.

The critical instrumentation power supplies are based on the use of

station batteries and conversion of D.C.to A.C. static
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in_z-_ers. This conversion is necessary because all present in-
I

stz_ntation is A.C. and replacement of same would be most e_nsi_.

New equipment should be D, C. so as to eliminate the necessity for this

c onve rs ion.

As stated in HW-723123 (6)-the concept of batteries supplying _nstru-
i

mentation through inverters was applied in the design of DR, C, H and

the K Reactors using rotary inverters. However, operator errors and

the level of maintenance on this equipment made it less reliable

than direct _PA operation which is now used at all reactors. The system

concept as presented here divides the instrumentation into three separate

and isolated sections permitting complete failure of a power source and

the associated instrumentation without loss of function or operating

continuity of the other equipment. The use of static inverters instead

of rotary inverters should overcome most of the maintenance problems

previously encountered because of the higher reliability of these units.

There are many different static inverter models and concepts presently

available on the market. The power capacities range from 250 volt-.

amperes to i0 EVA. Some have switching characteristics which can

transfer the power source between two different A.C. supplies or in

case of complete A.C. failure will transfer to the inverter function
e

in less than 2 cycles without frequency shift or variation, with a

• voltage drop during these two cycles of 20 percent or less.

Presently, a separate study of static inverters is being conducted

within Facilities Engineering Section to verify these manufacturer's

specifications and determine the final scope of work in this area.
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i. primaz_,, c.riticai ,Inst_ntation, Rea.ct,or _.e.ty circuit

_t_ntation ,,(Class I A').

a. Intermediate_Rar_e _uciear) Monitoring System

- The Intermediate Range Monitor is presently in the final

stages of development and is nearly ready for application at

all production reactors. This system is Justified on the basis

of reactor and nuclear safety improvement. (The details of this

Justification will be presented in the Project Proposal and

Preliminary Engineering Documents.)

The system should be designed for a seven decade nominal range

_ith a hoped for 6.5 decade effective operating range.

There will be three complete and independent operating

channels each Supplied from one of the three instrumentation

and sub-safety circuit batteries through a static inverter.

Each operating channel will consist of a gamma compensated ion

chamber and a seven-decade or more logarithmic amplifier.

There should be two safety circuit circuit tripping functions:

i) Fixed exponential rate trip (15 second period) and 2)

Adjustable level trip.

The three chambers will be located near each other so as to

provide the same relative information. At B, D, DR, F, and H

Reactors they should be installed in the top of the reactor.

Holes should be bored to place the chambers on the centerlines

of the VSR pattern as shown in Figure 6. By installing these

chambers on top of the reactor, the level trip function of

this instrument can be used to monitor the top-half of the

reactor in the same manner as the present Beckmans now monitor
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the lower section of the reactor. This also permits a reduction

. in the number of Zone _kmperature Monitor points (to be

discussed later). Because new holes must be bored or present

holes bored to size in moet reactors to install these chambers,

it seems a_propriate to take advantage of the level tripping

function of this instrument to provide level trips in the top

of the reactor instead of on the side where such trips will

not be as useful.

At the C and K Reactors, the top shield would offer a challenge

to bore holes in the VSR pattern without running into cooling

tubes, ball hoppers and channels, structural steel, etc.

These reactors are equipped with octant holes in the sides.

To overcome the boring problem, it is proposed that four

channels of instrumentation be installed at these reactors, one

channel in each top octant hole. The reason four channels was

chosen is that these holes are far enough apart that each

channel can be monitoring a relatively different flux con-

_dition as demonstrated by present octant monitoring ex-

perience. A any two-out-of-four trip network will be employed

for this case for both rate and level trips.

b. Linear Rate-of-Rise
m

Development effort is nearing completion. Linear rate-of-rise

should be ready for application to all production reactors in

6 months. Justification is based on reactor and nuclear

safety improvement which will be delineated in the Project

Proposal and Preliminary Engineering documents.
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The reactor is started from critical and maintained on an ex-

ponential rate-of-rise (l_riod) until approximately I0"S power

" level. At this point, the rate of power level increase should be

changed from an exponential rate to a controlled linear rate.

' This is done to prevent overshooting level limits as equilibrium

is approached. Also, the reactor must be sampled uniformly

for the "heat" distribution in this range of power levels.

Therefore a Linear Rate-of-Rise Instrumentation S_stem should

be installed to monitor the rate(linear) at which the power level

is being increased in the i0"S to I0"0 range. It will be a three

channel system with signal coming from RTD's distributed uniformly

across the rear face of the reactor.

_en (not including provision for spares)RTD's shall be used in

each of the three channels totaling 30 RTD's. The RTD's

shall be located in groups of twos in a pattern as shown

in Figure 7. A spare RTD is installed for each group of

,, III _L II IIII IlL I I | _

\. /

/'

/x ,\
,e;0i,
/

o / _ ",

,4.;., ,,-0,.',,
jx,,1 ,,,¶

/

I I lU II I I I III

FIGURE 7
RTD LOCATION FOR A SINGLE CHANNEL OF LINEAR RATE-0F-RISE

' 0 Denotes active RTD

0 Denotes spare I'LTD..
. .
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two RTD' s. The spare can be connected in place of a failed

•," RTD in its area. Because there will be three groups of

tWo RTD's in each location (because a three channel system
o

is used )1 this does not imply that there must be one spare

for each group of two. The same spare could be assigned to

all six in that location or one spare could be assigned to each

group of two. This means that 35 to 45 RTD's would be required

for the linear rate-of-rise system.

The RTD's will run from the rear face (through a Junction

box not in the rear face) to a bridge circuit. Each two

RTD's of the same channel and location will be connected in

opposite legs of the bridge circuit. The five bridge circuits

will supply a signal to an averaging circuit. The averaging

circuit should be adjustable to average 5,4,3,2 or i bridge

circuit to produce an output signal to the rate instrument.

The rate instrument should have an adjustable-fixed rate trip.

The tl'ipsfrom the three channels will be connected in a two-

_out-of-threetrip network.

A recorder and a rate meter should be located at the instrument

with a remote rate meter located at the control desk.

" The linear rate system should be interlocked to bypass the

exponential rate trips of the Intermediate Range Monitor after

a power level of I0"I has been reached. This will reduce the

possibilities of a failure in the Intermediate Range Monitor

period furction causing a spurious scram when the instrument

is no longer needed for exponential rate protection.
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c. Neutron Ylux Monitoring (High Level)

• In order to divide the reactor into two zones or regions of

nu@lear type monitoring, the four present Beckmans shall be kept
o

(as upgraded by Design Change 209) _Tj to monitor the bottom half

of the pile. As p:_viously mentioned, the level trip from the

Intermediate Range Monitor will be used to monitor flux

levels in the top of the pile. Each system (top and bottom)

should have trip contacts independent as shown in Figure 5.

Level trips would not need to be set for "cold" and "hot"

startups as presently done because the Beckma_s will not be

required for rate control after the Intermediate Range

Monitor an_ Linear Rate-of-Rise equipment is installed.

These level trip limits can be fixed at or near equilibrium

power levels for reactor startup and then adjusted to the

proper percentage trips as the reactor approaches equilibrium.

The present Becknmns will be retained as the bottom neutron flux

monitors in the _any 11two-out-of-four tripping network. The

level trips of the Intermediate Range Monitor will be in a two-out-

of-three network at the B_ D3 DR3 Y_ and H Reactors where

three channels will be installed. An "any-two-out-of-four"

" tripping network should be used at C and the K Reactors.

The octant flux monitoring concept will be abandoned from all
w

planning considerations at this time for use as a high level

monitoring system except where such syste_ presently exist.

It should be acknowledged that the function of such a

system is approached with the above system (combinations of

Intermediate Range Monitors and present Beckmans without the



_ditio_ capit_ outlay for a seizure system. )

Xnoo_ Flux Monitors are still in the development stage with
O

possibly as much as two years remaining (depending on

" assigned priorities) before the chambers will be perfected for

application to the production reactors. In light of the pre-

sent business climate it is doubtful if this system should be

required as a reactor control or safety instrument. However,

engineering development should not be stopped on this basis

because climate changes have been known to occur. Develop-

ment of this system should be carried through to a full reactor

prototypic installation.

The incore system as originally proposed would install five

chambers in each of five process tube channels. The

channels were selected in the center of each quadrant,

and the fifth channel was to be located in the center of the

reactor. This system as proposed has a disadvantage of

requiring elevator time (front and rear) for maintenance.

Estimated cost of the system for eight reactors has been placed

in the range of $I,000,000 to I,SO0,O00.

A sizable reduction in capital investment for this system may

be realized if "spline" monitoring proves satisfactory for
t

calibrating the incore chambers. This would eliminate the

. need for the Traveling Wire Flux Monitor (TWFM).

d. Zone Temperature Monitoring - Six Old Reactors

Because of the addition of the top neutron flux monitoring

system in the form of the level trip of the Intermediate

Range Monitor, adequate protection can be still maintained with

a reduced Zone Temperature Monitor (especially when considering



that this function has never been previously required for nuclear l

" safety). Thd present Zone Temperature Monitors at the six

old reactors should be revized from a 211 point single monitoring

system to three Nonitoring systems, each consisting of 22, IT,

and 22 points respectively. All points will lle within the

enrichment fuel ring only. This totals 61 Points which is a

T0 percent reduction in total points from the present Sll point

concept.

It should be realized with this reduction in points s that a

sNaller number of total points may be permitted out-of-service durin_

reactor operation than for the full 211 point system. However, it

is estimated that at least one point per row can be by-passed

as long as it is not adjacent to a bypassed point in the

rows immediately above and below. This will Permit about 11

points to be bypassed during operation. Failures beyond 11

RTD's should be tripped (in scram position) permitting the reactor

to operate as long as these tripped points are not in adjacent rows

_nich will then scram the reactor.

The tripping network will be designed to scram the reactor when sing-

point(s ) in two adjacent rows exceed a temperature level of 125 C.

. A second trip circuit will be designed to scram the reactor when

any four or more rows have points tripped. This feature can be

easily obtained by wiring an additional set of contacts into the

safety circuit from the relays required to provide the two adja-

cent row tripping network. This later tripping function

serves an "en masse" coverage if the reactor is affected by a

single large "hot" spot or mul_ipe small "hot" spots.
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Y!gure 8s Zone Te_erature Monitor System Point Layout, shove

the location of the RTD'e for each of the three channels.
I

It should be noted that all points were selected on the basis

. of the original Z_I_ layout and should not require much re-

location effort to achieve this layout pattern. This layout

pattern is considered to be the absolute minimum con-

figuration which will permit reactor operating with

monitoring points in a failed condition.

e. Temperature Monitoring - K Reactors

An approved project (CQI-96T) will install a _gh Speed

Scanning _pe _kmperature MDnitor at the EW Reactor. It will pro-

vide the level and linear rate protection of the Zone Temp-

erature Monitor and the Linear Rate-of-Rise Instrumentation.

The Justification(8) for the l_gsystem was ayDroximately 60

percent safety and 40 percent for increased production through

improved operating efficiency.

The tentative planning at the tia_ the EW system was approved

called for a similar second system to be installed at KE

Reactor after completion of the KW system. Under the present

business "climate" which calls for no production increases,

the Justification for a ICEsystem must be based primarily on

•- safety. This means the justification for a KE system would

be 40 percent short using the same Justification approach

as used for K_0Reactor. Also with a reduced Zone

Temperature Monitor system proposed for the old areas, it

is appropriate to reduce the alternative cost as compared

to that used in the Justification for the E_gscannin_ system.

_ecause of these changes in business climate and proposed
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instrumentation philosophy, it would be prudent to reconsider

planning for the _ Reactor and install a new Zone Temperature

Monitor, Data Logging System_ and Linear Rate-of-Rise System

" at less capital cost (approximately $400_000 less). It should

also be noted that if Zone Temperature Monitoring is required

in the old reactors, then decisions and actions should begin

imwdiately to provide the K Areas with this protection.

f. Power Failure Detection

Present power faAlure (pumping and electrical failures) appears

to ,be adequate from a safety standpoint except in the area of

broken shaft protection. From a continuity standpoint3

the power failure detection equipment is probably over

sensitive, scramming the reactor needlessly at times. How-

ever, to make this system less sensitive, from a continuity

standpoint would also be less sensitive from a safety-stand-
!

point which cannot be permitted. The effect on operating

continuity of this system causing spurious scrams is relatively

very small when compared to the s_urious scrams caused by the

Pressure Monitor. Therefore_ if continuity is to be attacked,

the largest gains can be achieved in the Pressure Mmnitor.

The spurious scram ratio between these two systems is estimated
at

to be greater than 20 to i.

. Improved detection of pump shaft breakage should be installed for

safety circuit action. The Pressure Monitor does provide a

degree of protection in this area: but pressure decay time to the

Pressure Monitor may be slow allowing boiling in the downcomer

before initiation of a sorem signal. The Ball 3X System will

no_ protect for a single broken shaft. Pressure or

differential pressure instrumentation should be ed ;o



each pump to protect against shaft failures in critical

_ pumping facilities in addition to the present electrical

power failure detection e_uipment.

2. O_rating Instrumentation, Reactor Safety Circuit Instrumentation

a, Flow Monitoring

Adequate flow monitoring must be maintained at all times

to assure that heat removed is commensurate with heat

generated in each process tube. The present Flow Monitor

is basically a mechanical device which has been historically

replaced (rebuilt, modified, and improved) every five years at an

average cost of more than $50 per point. Interim maint-

enance costs are not discussed here but are recognized as

being of sufficient magnitude that they should be cranked into

all economic studies concerning Pressure Monitor replacement.

With known operating costs acknowledged to be in excess of

$17 per year per point (this cost is believed conservative

by a factor of two at a minimum), engineering development

effort should be concentrating on producing an alternative

system to replace the Pressure Monitor when the next replace-

merit is due (approximately 1965-66). Also, this replacement

system should eliminate the undesirable features of monitoring

. flow as a function of pressure as previously discussed (Page 2_)

to eliminate spurious scrams from pressure transients. The target

date for completing development on such a flow monitor should be

about June, 196_ so that sufficient time will be available for

engineering evaluation and project proposal preparation.

i
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b. Seismoscope

The seismoscope should be changed to a two-out-of-three

tripping system.(5) Three channels are presently installed

• with one used for annunciation only. The three channels should

be all in the safety circuit.

Two proposals are made here for action. One, set all three

channels to trip on a modified Mercalli Scale of 5. Or3 two,

set two channels to trip on a modified Mercalli Scale of

5 and the third to trip on a modified Mercalli Scale of 3

to provide annunciation of a low intensity earthquake.

A relay tripping circuit has been proposed by Manufacturing (9)

to eliminate the use of the electronic amplifier which exhibits

non-fail--safecharacteristics. Th_s relay circuit is suggested

for use on the basis of its simplicity. Presently this circuit

is undergoing testing in order to verify the engineering by

laboratory tests.

B. Reactor Process Control Instrumentation (Class If)

Reactor Process Control Instrumentation provides information only on
:...

the status of the reactor mainly during plant operation. However, when

discussing instrumentation regarding coolant flow, one must remember that

the water plant must maintain adequate coolant to the reactor i00 per-

cent of the time.

i. Primary Critical Instrumentation, Reactor Process Control (Class II A)

a. The Main Annunciator

Provision should be made to enlarge the main control room

annunciators at most reactors. Presently, this work has

been started or completed at B, F_ and the K Reactors. The
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annunciator modifications should include provision for

operation from the primary critical power supply, the same as the

safety circuit instrumentation because the annunciator is an

" extension of all other reactor instrument systems combined to

alarm at one location.

b. Low Level Neutron Flux Monitor

This instrument is the only instrument in the reactor

which is capable of determining if the reactor is sub-

critical, critical, or increasing in power level at low

power level operation. The Sub-Critical Monitor, as it

is often called, should be on the battery power supply as shown

in Figure 5 (Page 59).

c. Temperature Monitor

Certain elements of the temperature monitoring equipment are

very useful to operating personnel during emergency con-

ditions to determine the heat generation rates in the

reactor. Provision should be made to supply these elements

from the battery power supply. Because it is difficult to

determine prior to an emergency event just what elements

would be most useful, it is recommended that the entire

system be capable of being operated from the battery source.
o.

Normal operation should be from BPA because of the total

. load considerations of the temperature monitor systems.

d. Gamma Monitor & Effluent Monitor (107 Basin)

Further improvements to the fuel element rupture monitoring

beyond _he present project action for all eight reactors

_ (the K Reactors are now being added) will probably not be
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necessary. It is recognized that system maintenance (from

minor work to major replacements) will be required on a

_eriodic basis; however, general improvements will probably

8

be made as they apply to maintenance efforts.

After present project work is completed no major efforts

should be re_ulred for at least five years. This system

should be supplied from the battery source as there are

safety implications to both personnel and the reactor itself

, if the instrumentation is lost under certain emergency conditions.

In line with the philosophy of monitoring the effluent for

fuel element ruptures, the 107 Basin Effluent Monitor should be

• operated from the battery source. This could serve as an alter-

native to having the Gamma Monitors battery-operated of the load

from the _ Monitor is too large for the capacity of an

inverter and a battery.

e. Bulk Outlet Temperature Recorder

The bulk temperature recorder can serve as a backup to the

power calculator in case of failure of that system. It is

also a very useful tool in measuring total heat generation

of reactor. Design changes 643 and 644 (I0) will install

recorders independent from the present system which is

tied to the power calculator. This system is planned to have

its own self-contained power source (built-in Nickle-Cadmlum Battery)

to function in case of an A.C. power failure. The purpose of the

design changes is to install an automatic device to lockout the

HCR "Deadman" S_itch and lockout the PCCF systems.
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-. f. Miscellaneous Coolant Instrumentation

On a general overall basis, instrumentation installed appears

adequate. Any instrumentation showing system continuity for

_' the primary, secondary, and last ditch systems which is dependent

on electric power should be placed on the battery source.

g. HCR, VSR, Ball 3X and Other Indicating Lights

Indicating lights should all be D.C. and operated from the

same battery as the annunciator.

2. Operating Instrumentation, Reactor Process Control (Class II B)

a. Moderator Temperature Instrumentation

The use of sheathed thermocouples as stated in Design Change

584 is suggested for adoption in all reactors (presently

approved by B,C,F, H, KE and KW Processing). As technical

advancements are made, they should be incorporated as

replacements are made.

b. Thermal Shield Temperature Instrumentation

The present instrumentation concept is adequate

c. Reactor Atmosphere Instrumentation

There are four general areas of improvement for reactor

atmosphere instrumentation:

The first area is moisture monitoring. Modifications

are being made under an engineering program to upgrade the

. present Moisture Monitor Equipment (Dew Cells ). The

last step in the program is the installation of new i00 point

recorders at the old reactors. This work should be completed

by June 1963. Also, inlet and existing moisture monitoring

equipment will be provided to record continuously the moisture

in the atmosphere.
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., The second area of improvement is gas analysis. Gas

chromatoEraphs and oxygen analyzers should be installed at
1

all reactors. This will provide continuous composition

' monitoring and permit better control of moderator

life.

The third area is gas makeup equlpnent. Propositional makeup

equipment is badly needed to give better control of gas

composition. Presently_ gas cannot be added according to the

desired ratio_ but is added as one gas or the other. Often_

this inability to control gas composition to the desired ratio

has caused heat cycles which make reactor operation most

difficult.

All instrumentation and controls for the reactor atmosphere

should be designed to provide for the possibility of

future remote operation of the 115 Building.

In general, this philosophy has been incorporated in all

of the above programs, which makes the final step automation

of the dryers. This can be accomplished by a cycle timer.

d. Power Calculator

The present instrument appears to be adequate for the life of

the reactor.

C. Non-Process and Building Environmental Instrumentation (Class III)

. Non process and building environmental instrumentation are positioned

throughout the building to monitor secondary functions and auxiliary

work.

I. Radiation Health Monitors

Initial engineering effort was initiated about a year ago (II)

to provide new radiation health monitors and criticality alarms
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in the reactor buildings. The reactor buildings were
e_

surveyed and the number and location of these monitors was

," (11)
established in an engineering concept report. Presently,

,, instruments are being procured for testing to determine if they

will meet specifications for performance as both radiation health

monitoring and criticality monitoring instruments.

In general the number of instruments required at the old

reactors was about 30 while the E Reactors required over 50

each. Only a percentage of these instruments are required

to operate in the Primary Critical Class. During emergency

events, when electric power (_PA and 184 generator) is

lost, certain areas need not be monitored as access to these

areas is either not required or can be controlled. The

overlapping protection of a number of instruments in the

building can be used to advantage by selectively connecting only

the minimum number required for minimum protection to the battery

power supply. The remainde_ can be connected to RPA and backed up

by 184 generation. The principle reason for not connecting all

instruments to the battery is that the total load requirements

of these instruments plus the alarming equipment would

be higher than all other reactor instrumentation combined.G

2. Rear Face Beckman

" The rear face Beckman is a good indicator of whether the reactor

is operating or not. This instrument serves in about

three capacities: i) Rear face health monitor 2) rupture and

discharge monitor, and 3) indication of power level. Information

from this instrument can be most valuable under certain situations.
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'" It should be supplied from the battery supply throu_ a

, static inverter.

3. Confinement Instrumentation

A most likely situation when the confinement equipment will

be called upon to operate is during an emergency event when

normal A.C. power has been lost. Therefore, all confinement

instrumentation should be classed as Primary Critical and

supplied from station batteries through static inverters.

4. Miscellaneous Instrumentation

In each reactor, there is numerous miscellaneous equipment

which must be considered on its own merits as far as cl_ssi-

lying it for power supply purposes. Most principle equipment

has been covered at this point, and in general, equipment not

discussed can be operated from its present supply.

eactor Design
FACILITIES ENGINEERING
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